| OBLONG RANGE
Colours
Colour of the model shown :
Body: RAL 9017 Black
Column: RAL 5017 Traffic Blue

Colours to be selected within the RAL tints, sablé or
other coatings of the AkzoNobel Futura range.
The body and frame can be painted in different
colours.

IMAGE SHOWN:
OBLONG - DIAMOND PATTERN
REF : 20 07523 PLA

Presentation
The Oblong litter bin is ideal for helping ensure your restricted spaces stay clean and tidy. It was designed so it can be easily
installd in a footpath. Thanks to its small depth (less than 30 cm), its streamlined contours do not take up much space. An
ashtray or snuffer plate can be added, providing the cigarette butts collection. Waste collection is easier, as the bin body
swivels, enabling the liner or the bag to be quickly removed.
The different styles, wide selection of colours and textures, options and features mean the Oblong bin ensures ease of use,
adaptation to usage conditions and an understated design.

Description
Litter bin with liner: stainless steel liner.
Or : Litter bin with plastic bag holder made of steel.
Steel covering: The body and frame are composed of 2 triangular posts, made of 2.5 mm thick steel.
Wood covering: The frame is comprised of 2 triangular posts, made of 2.5 mm thick steel. The body is composed of wood slats, a 2.5
mm thick steel upper hoop and a lower hoop with a 2.5 mm thick steel base.
The different components are attached to each other with stainless steel bolts.
WOOD: After application of Flow-Coat, the wood is coated with an aqueous emulsion stain, without the use of solvents. Our wood
comes exclusively from sustainably-managed forests. Our local wood is preferably PEFC-certified, and our exotic wood is FSC®certified or they comply with the procedures involving due diligence in accordance with the EUTR (European Union Timber Regulation).
STEEL: The steel components are zinc-coated then treated with our Powder Blast process (after cleaning and shot-blasting, the
parts are coated with an initial layer of epoxy powder and a second layer of polyester powder) to provide rust-proofing and to
increase its lifespan.
4 sealing points (version on baseplates).
Delivered assembled.
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42-liters bin Ref: 20 0520N MUR
Weight* with bag holder: 19 kg
38-liters bin Ref: 20 0521N MUR
Weight* with
00 liner: 23 kg
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42-liters bin Ref: 20 0522N MUR
Weight* with bag holder: 26 kg
38-liters bin Ref: 20 0523N MUR
Weight* with liner: 30 kg
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46-liters bin
Ref: 20 0527N
Weight* with
liner: 34 kg

50-liters bin Ref: 20 0524N
Weight* with bag holder: 23 kg
38-liters bin Ref: 20 0525N
00
Weight*
with liner: 27 kg
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42-liters bin Ref: 20 0522N
Weight* with bag holder: 27 kg
38-liters bin Ref: 20 0523N
Weight* with liner: 31 kg
70-liters bin Ref: 20 0528N SPP PLA
Weight with bag holder: 30 kg
62-liters bin Réf : 20 0529N SPP PLA
Weight with liner: 36 kgss
70-liters bin Ref : 20 0528N PLA
Weight* with bag holder: 38 kg
62-liters bin Ref : 20 0529N PLA
Weight* with liner: 44 kg
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50-liters bin Ref: 20 0526N MUR
Weight* with bag holder: 30 kg
46-liters bin Ref: 20 0527N MUR
Weight* with liner: 34 kg

50-liters bin
Ref: 20 0526N
Weight* with
bag holder: 30 kg
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42-liters bin Ref: 20 0520N
Weight* with bag holder: 20 kg
38-liters bin00Ref: 20 0521N
Weight* with liner: 24 kg
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50-liters bin Ref: 20 0524N MUR
Weight* with bag holder: 22 kg
38-liters bin Ref: 20 0525N MUR
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Weight*
with liner: 26 kg
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*Weight of models with simple lid and on baseplates (without features).
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Finishes

Diamond pattern

Bamboo

Pebbles

Contemporary Perforated sheet metal

Wood

Options
Liner

The liner is made of galvanised steel for longivity and high resistance. The litter bin
body swivels to make waste collection easier.

Bag holder

The articulated plastic bag holder in steel is attached to the litter bin body. It is fitted
with a hoop and a rigid ring. Both components can be removed. The ring folds down
onto the hoop to ensure the bag is firmly held in place.

Lock

The stainless steel lock is self-closing. A triangular key, supplied by Sineu Graff, is
used to open it.

Fixings

On baseplates : The baseplates are made of 6 mm thick steel.
To be buried : extended steels parts, reinforced with Ø4 mm thick
steel cornerpiece.
Wall fastenings are in 4 mm thick steel.
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Features
Rain shield

The rain shield is made of 5-mm thick steel. In addition to its main function, the rain
shield limits the opening, thus prevents its use for household or bulky waste.

Ashtray

It is made of stainless steel. The ashtray is emptied by opening a hatch mounted
on 2 spring hinges.
1 liter = 400 cigarettes butts

Cigarette snuffer

It is made of stainless steel. It offers users a surface that they can stub out
cigarettes on. The surface area has a cigarette-smoke swirl cut by laser, so
users can easily recognise it. The cigarette snuffer is made of two 2-mm thick,
superimposed, passivated stainless steel plates, to ensure the painted components
remain undamaged. The cigarette snuffer is directly fixed to the litter bin body by
rounded-head stainless steel rivets.

Also available in stainless steel
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